
HIGH SPEED AND 
HIGH THROUGHPUT 
CONNECTIVITY 
DELIVERED TO ANY 
LOCATION

Melcom’s Managed 
Satellite Services 
specialise in providing 
satellite connectivity 
anywhere, anytime, for 
any length of time.

Using Avanti’s fleet of HYLAS 
satellites and utilising the latest 
KA-Band technology, we provide 
secure, resilient, high speed and 
cost effective services across 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

T: +44 (0)1932 565544

E: melcomsales@melcom.co.uk

www.melcom.co.uk
Melcom Electronics Ltd, Systems House, Gogmore Lane, Chertsey, Surrey KT16 9AP, UK

M E L C O M  E L E C T R O N I C S  L I M I T E D        



SATELLITE CONNECTIVITY ACROSS ALL SECTORS
Whether you need to move vast amounts of data from point to point or trickle tiny 
volumes of data from a large number of sites, we can tailor our service to suit your 
individual business needs for connectivity over any length of time.

Call us today to discuss your connectivity needs.

OIL & GAS

 + Suitable for onshore & offshore exploration and production
 + Fast installation & redeployment ensure connections are available when you need them
 + Integrated network management, supplemented by 24/7 support
 + Welfare networks

 + Online accounting & filing 
 + Participate in integrated supply chains
 + Connect with new markets and customers
 + Access commodity trading platforms
 + Access online weather reporting

OCCASIONAL 
USE

 + Turn up, Turn on
 + No monthly retainer fee, pay per GB downloaded or pay per day
 + Bandwidth up to 56/11Mbps
 + Last minute bookings available with as little as 1 hour notice required

BROADCAST AND 
SATELLITE NEWS 

GATHERING

 + Simple tariffs & flexible billing allows you to keep track of your spend
 + Resilient & secure network guarantees content delivery with 24/7 support
 + Wide range of terminals from proven broadcast vendors
 + Traffic encryption

MILITARY

 + Available across EMEA via multiple PoPs
 + Layer 1 scrambling, layer 2/3 encryption
 + Scalable services according to demand
 + Easy deployment

 + Connect remote clinics, hospitals, and medical centres
 + Remote diagnostics to support telemedicine
 + Digital health records
 + Remote patient monitoring

BUSINESS 
INTERNET 

CONTINUITY

 + Automatically detects primary link failure & restoration. No need for human intervention
 + No interruption when terrestrial network fails
 + Cost effective: Pay for usage when required
 + VPN tunnelling with public or private IP addresses

SECTOR BENEFITS
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MINING

 + Increase efficiency by connecting remote sites and mines with head office
 + Reduce costs through real-time data sharing
 + Secure remote assets
 + Allow workers to stay in touch with friends and family

FARMING

HEALTH


